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The IEA Greenhouse Gas R&D
Programme
Part of the IEA ETN since 1991
32 Members from 18 countries,
plus OPEC, EU and CIAB

What We
Are:

Members set strategic direction
and technical programme
Technical based organisation
•
•

We don’t define policy
We are not advocates

What do we do?
Assess mitigation options – Focus
our R&D on CCS

Our Core
Activities
Are:

Track capture technology
developments/costs

Monitor geological storage
performance
Provide members and policy
audience with independent
technical input
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Operating flexibility of power
plants with CCS
 Most existing power plants were designed for base-load
operation
 Most CCS studies have looked at base-load power plants
 Many CCS plants will have to operate flexibly to cope with
o Variability of power demand
o Extensive use of other low-CO2 generation technologies
•
•

Variable renewables (e.g. wind and solar)
Inflexible nuclear plants

 A study has been undertaken to assess techniques for
improving operating flexibility of power plants with CCS

Operating flexibility
 Many aspects of CCS plant flexibility
o Ability to respond to variable power demand
o Fuel flexibility
o Effects of different ambient conditions

 This study looked at power output flexibility
o Future studies could look at the other aspects

 The study provides a preliminary analysis
o More dynamic process modelling is needed for detailed
assessment of CCS plant flexibilities

 Plant flexibility depends on customer demand
 Operation of future electricity systems needs to be understood
to determine CCS flexibility requirements

Scope of study
 Flexibility of power plants with CO2 capture
o PC (USC) and NGCC plants with post-combustion capture
o IGCC with pre-combustion capture
o Pulverised coal oxy-combustion

 Techniques to improve flexibility
o
o
o
o
o

By-passing capture
Storage of CO2 capture solvent
Storage of liquid oxygen
Storage of hydrogen
Storage of captured CO2

 Performance and cost data based on IEAGHG’s existing baseline costing studies, with inflation applied

Operating flexibility
 Modern NGCC and PC plants have good operating flexibility
 IGCC plants are generally less flexible
 CO2 compressor turn-down is limited to 70%
o Greater turndown would require inefficient recycle
o Multiple compressors could be used to improve efficiency

 ASU cold-box turndown is limited to 50%
o Air compressor turndown limited to 70%
o Maximum ASU ramp rate is lower than boiler ramp rate
•

Can be overcome using a small amount of liquid oxygen storage

 Solvent scrubbing
o May impose constraints on start-up and fast load change
•

Can be overcome using solvent storage

 Part-load efficiency penalty for plants with capture would be
marginally greater than for plants without capture

By-passing capture
 Significant increase in peak power output
o 16% for NGCC
o 27% for PC
o 6% for IGCC

 Emissions per kWh of peak power are high
o 2600-2900 kgCO2/MWh for NGCC and PC, higher for IGCC

 Regulations need to permit by-passing capture
o E.g. emission performance standard assessed over a year
o May be offset by higher percentage capture at other times

 By-passing involves additional capital cost
o Extra low pressure turbine capacity in post combustion capture plants
o Capacity would already exist in capture retrofits

 Economics depend on peak power prices, CO2 emission costs
and how long capture is by-passed
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CO2 emission cost at €50/t is €150/MWh of peak power
Costs increase at lower numbers of hours of venting per week
because fixed costs (capital and O+M) are attributed to fewer MWh of
peak power
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Solvent storage
 Significant increase in peak power output
o Up to 12% for NGCC
o Up to 22% for PC

 Operation is constrained by equipment sizes
o The size of solvent storage tanks
o The capacity of the solvent regeneration section

 Economics of solvent storage may be attractive
o Depending on electricity demand and price profiles
o Selecting optimum equipment sizes would be a difficult
o Likely to be less attractive for more expensive novel solvents

 Storage tanks would be large but normal for refineries etc
o e.g 34,000m3 for 2 hours storage for an 800MW PC plant

 MEA solvent solution is not flammable but is hazardous
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Hydrogen storage in IGCC
 Surplus hydrogen can be stored at off-peak times
 Gasification and capture plant can be under-sized and operated
at full load
 Capital cost per kW is reduced but the power plant is not able to
operate at continuous full load
 Economically attractive for intermediate load power generation
 Able to smooth out short and long term variability in demand
o Could be important in systems with high renewables

 Underground storage of hydrogen in salt caverns is commercial
proven and reasonably low cost

Oxygen storage
 ASU reduced to minimum load at peak power demand
 5-10% increase in peak power output
 Capital cost of extra peak generation is relatively low
o Extra output is from reduced ancillary power consumption
o No additional power generation equipment is needed
o Peak capacity cost is less than simple cycle gas turbines

 Extra peak generation has low emissions
 Oxygen storage should be attractive for peak generation

CO2 buffer storage
 Ability of geological storage systems to accept variable CO2
flows is uncertain
 Storing CO2 in supercritical pipelines by ‘line-packing’ is difficult
because CO2 compressibility is low
 CO2 supply could be smoothed out at the capture plant
 Store CO2 laden solvent
o Found to be expensive

 Store compressed CO2
o Pressure vessels
o Temporary underground storage (not considered)
o Subcritical CO2 pipelines (not considered)

 Smoothing out a variable weekly operating scenario would
increase the power plant cost by 2-3%

Conclusions
 CCS plants will need to be able to operate flexibly
 Capture imposes some constraints on plant flexibility but
these can probably be overcome by plant design
 Plants with capture could have greater flexibility than
plants without capture
o Various techniques have been analysed
o The optimum technique depends on the needs of the
power system
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The European electricity system
Each country’s fuel
choices depend on:
• its indigenous
resources
• the political context
• public acceptability
An energy trilemma

How
to keep
the balance?

Cost
Source: Bassi, S., Boyd, R., Buckle, S., Fennel, P., et al., Bridging the gap: improving the economic and policy framework for Carbon
Capture and Storage in the European Union: Policy brief

Value of electricity availability
The Value of Lost Load (VoLL) defines the cost of electricity demand
not being met in £/MWhlost
 VoLL is used by
power suppliers,
investors,
government to
determine
electricity pool
prices, “reliability
investments”
 Electricity
dependency ↑ and
volatile electricity
generation ↑
⇒ VoLL ↑


See FlexEVAL report for data sources

System Value
The value of a power technology
can be quantified as reduction in
total system cost resulting from its
deployment.
The System Value (SV)
 accounts for system dynamics (e.g.
“cost of intermittency”, “associated
carbon”)
 is not a constant value (like the
LCOE, CAPEX, OPEX, etc.)
 is a function of prevalent
technologies in the system, demand,
emissions target, etc.

START
Choose base system design
→ capacity of technology i: do(i)
Solve energy systems model MILP
→ total system cost: tsco
REPEAT FOR k=1,2,…,ni , n=(#∆dk +1)
Add capacity of technology i
→ dk(i) = do(i) + ∆dk(i)
Solve energy systems model MILP
→ total system cost: tsck
Receive the Levelised Value of
Electricity for technology i
→ SVk(i) = tsco - tsck

Electricity systems model
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Several assumptions made due to:
 Computational expense
 Lack of reliable data
 Inherent in modelling approach
 Answer the questions asked
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Which technologies are the
most valuable?
 What type of generators,
storages, interconnectors?
 Where to build them?
 How to operate them?
 How to transport electricity
between demand zones?

Flexible CCS power plant
Two aspects:
1.

Operational flexibility
- Ramping rates, load following capability, start-up
and shut-down times
- Complement intermittent generation

2.

System flexibility
- Ability to connect and balance power supply with
power demand
- Ability to provide a particular service, e.g.
delivering electricity or spinning reserve

Model constraints
Storage:
Energy storage was not considered as an option
Learning:
No reductions were made to capital or operational
costs over time as a result of learning
Interconnectors:
A simplified approach was taken – import only
assumed, with no account taken of market price
While these constraints will impact on the
quantitative results, the authors believe that,
qualitatively, the findings remained valid.

Findings
Flexible CCS power plants:
- provide additional value to the electricity system of the
future
- complement intermittent renewable capacity
- facilitate increased intermittent renewable generation
- provide system-wide benefits critical to reducing the cost
of the electricity system
Integrating CCS technologies with intermittent renewable
capacity:
- is instrumental to reducing the total system cost
- enables both a low-carbon and a low-cost future electricity
system.

Example of results
System Value of coal post-combustion CCS under
BAU electricity demand in 2050
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The value of CCS is a
function of the system
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Conclusion
From a whole-systems perspective, while CCS
technology costs are high, the study concluded
that the benefits of flexible CCS technologies
on the costs and the carbon intensity of power
generation were indisputable.
However:
To achieve the benefits, carefully designed
policies and incentives would be essential.
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